
 

 From the Desk of the ALA President – Steve Rossetti 

 

Quotes of note  

“I’ve been shopping at the exchanges since 1979.  To remove such large numbers of products would 

negatively affect military families who depend on this benefit to purchase everyday household items at 

significant savings that are not experienced off base.”  Rep. Kaiali Kahele (D-Hawaii) during a Congressional 

debate on whether Chinese made products should be banned for sale in military exchanges.    

“Unworkable.”  HASC Chairman Adam Smith during a Congressional debate on whether Chinese made 

products should be banned for sale in military exchanges  

“Exchanges would face an impact of 50 percent in direct sales, strictly on those products alone.”  NEXCOM 

spokesperson Courtney Williams on the proposal in Congress to ban the sale of all Chinese made products 

in the exchanges.  

“Having an initiative like this lets military families and Veterans know there’s a place for them within their 

community, no matter where they go. It definitely shows how much support the Exchange gives Veterans and 

military families.” –Grand Forks Air Force Base Express Customer Experience Associate and Air Force spouse 

Caitlynn Kelly in the AAFES annual report.    

“The committee recognized that tradeoffs shouldn’t have to be made, especially in an era of inflation and food 
insecurity.”  ALA President Steve Rossetti commenting in the Military Times on a recent $750 million 
increase in the commissary budget by the House Armed Services Committee.  

“In this time of rising prices and DOD efforts to reduce food insecurity, the ability of DeCA to provide 

servicemembers, their families, and retirees reduced-price groceries is especially important.”   June GAO 

report “DoD Commissaries Actions Needed to Clarify Priorities and Improve Program Management.  

“The data supports what industry leaders have been saying for some time: C-stores are now competing head-

to-head with QSRs. Clearly, the investments c-store brands have been making into foodservice initiatives are 

paying off.”  Emil Davityan, Bluedot co-founder and CEO.  

“Having an initiative like this lets military families and Veterans know there’s a place for them within their 

community, no matter where they go. It definitely shows how much support the Exchange gives Veterans and 



military families.” Grand Forks Air Force Base Express Customer Experience Associate and Air Force spouse 

Caitlynn Kelly. 

By the numbers 

$750 million—Amount added to the DeCA budget for FY 2023 the House Armed Services 

Committee.  The President asked for $1.211 billion.  The Committee allocated $1.961 billion. 

$8-$10 billion—Potential commissary sales if savings levels increase to 30-35 percent. 

$3.5 billion—Annual commissary patron savings if sales increase to $10 billion a year and savings 

levels reach 35 percent, up from current $948 million level.  

$480 million—Increase in discounts and deals from industry for patrons if sales increase to $8-$10 

billion. 

30—Countries with AAFES-supported operations.  

$6 billion—Annual exchange sales loss if all China-made products are banned from sale in military 

exchanges.   

60 percent—Customers who consider purchasing a meal from a convenience store when stopping for 

fast food, and one in three consumers do in fact visit c-stores for fast food. 

45—Military exercises supported by AAFES across the Pacific and Europe. 

75,000—AAFES Hiring Heroes 2026 goal. 

76,000—Afghan refugees supported by AAFES in 2021/2022.  

1,900—Wounded warriors hired by AAFES last year.  

85 percent—AAFES employees with a military connection.  

45,000—Number of exchange employees put out of work if HASC-passed amendment ending sales 

of China-made products passes Congress.  Most are Veterans, military family members and military 

retirees.  

60 percent—Customers who consider purchasing a meal from a convenience store when stopping 

for fast food, and one in three consumers do in fact visit c-stores for fast food. 

21—Number of AAFES stores built or renovated in 2021 worth $195 million.   Included were the 

Exchange built or renovated 21 stores, with $195 million in installation-level capital investments (over 

multiple years). Among the major projects was a $54 million, 210,000-square-foot shopping center with 

a main PX, mall and food court at Joint Base San Antonio-Fort Sam Houston—the post’s first new 

shopping center in 50 years. A $13.2 million, 85,250-square-foot renovated shopping center opened at 

U.S. Army Garrison Italy in Vicenza, Italy.  At Joint Base Lewis-McChord, a $70 million renovation of the 



Fort Lewis Exchange was completed in late 2021. The project expanded the shopping center from 

173,000 to 280,000 square feet. .  In addition, the final phase of a $14.1 million project at Robins Air 

Force Base was completed in September with the opening of Starbucks. The project includes a new 

Express that opened in 2020 as well as a Firestone Complete Auto Care center. 

Devastating impact from ban on sales of China products in exchanges.   A House Armed Services 

Committee-passed provision would ban the sale of all China made goods in the exchanges and 

commissaries.  While it would affect 240 items in the commissaries, it would be devastating for the 

exchanges.  

 Pentagon officials say the ban would: 

·      Empty shelves and reduce sales by $6-7 billion. 

·      Wipe out electronics sales.   

·      Cause nearly 45,000 job losses (after employees just got a $15 minimum wage hike), and 
disproportionately impact military spouses, Veterans, and dependents 

·      Eliminate of non-appropriated Quality-of-Life support 

·      Cease critical services (school lunches at DoD schools, military clothing support on behalf of the 
Services, overseas bakeries, and water plants, etc.). 

ALA is actively and aggressively working with policymakers in the Pentagon and in the Congress to reverse the 

provision and make sure it doesn’t become law.   

House Armed Services Committee approves a $750 million increase to the DeCA budget.  A major move that 

will greatly aid in the Pentagon’s efforts to tackle food insecurity and help the troops and families cope with 

inflation.  ALA is formulating suggestions for policy makers on areas where funding can be applied to address 

military food insecurity and help troops and families cope with inflation.  Here are some ideas that are being 

put forth to augment the commissary benefit:   

Here are some initial thoughts on targeted investments that could help and ALA is compiling these and 

other ideas in a more formal report to policymakers:   

·    Commissary returns to goods at Cost. The Commissary has been forced into an identity crisis with 
the focus of profit generation while remaining the identity of a benefit. The business model should 
return to goods at cost during this time of raging food inflation to directly address the needs of the 
military family. 

·    Variable Pricing needs to be targeted and strategic. While the prime directive will be goods at cost 
DeCA should continue to use variable pricing targeted at “known value items” to promote 
competitive pricing i.e., goods at cost or below if necessary… 

·    Make core nutritional items “destination categories” in the commissary. Key nutritional categories 
in the commissary should be priced as image makers for the commissary benefit. 



·    Supercharge the Rewards card to target savings. The rewards card should be used as the mechanism 
to deliver supplemental food dollars to the active force. Use the rewards card to deliver additional 
savings directly to the active force eliminating the need for an alternative food supplemental (DeCA 
appropriations would cover the additional active force savings). 

·    Bring the commissary benefit to troop housing. Use mini-store modules or mobile commissaries to 
bring the commissary benefit to the troops. 

·    Supercharge the Guard and Reserve access to the commissary benefit. Make bringing the 
commissary benefit to the Guard and Reserve component along with underserved areas a mission 
focus of the commissary benefit 

·    Fund a discount for all patrons with a predetermined dollar spend 

·      Partner with military distributors for space and capability for critical forward buys. The military 
distribution network has been hit with extraordinary cost increases all along the supply chain. The 
government should assist with the acquisition of additional space and buying power to allow for 
forward buys on key commissary items to support increased product availability and savings. 

·     Use increased funding to expand availability of commissary click-to-go and product delivery.  

·      Increase computer assisted ordering (CAO) staffing to maximize store visibility on product 
availability 

·      Ramp-up digital program. 

·      Focus on DeCA loyalty marketing (card) efforts: 

·      If sign up is lagging, fund a sign up incentive 

·     Tie patron loyalty card spending to gas discounts at exchange fuel centers ( 

·      Promote and discount weekly “inflation fighter” items available only to card holders 

Commissary chilled/frozen planograms added to ALA website.  Chilled/Frozen and perishables categories 

have been added. DeCA will continue to add, and updates are done weekly. The Master Section Allocation 

Table requested by members of the commissary council and several other members has also been added as a 

Planogram resource.  fbattle@ala-national.org 

HASC committee action calls for privatizing Air Force and Navy lodges.  A measure passed by the House 

Armed Services Committee would privatize all lodging on military bases.  The Army already has outsourced its 

lodging.  The measure calls for the Navy and Air Force to outsource 11 years after the Bill passes.  DoD is 

expected to [push back on the proposal citing current efforts to convert to an all-nonappropriated fund 

model.  A recent GAO report found that the Army could not validate those financial benefits from 

privatization.  Also, the conversion of Navy and Air Force to an “All-NAF” model would mean that privatization 

would not yield any benefits to the Treasury or the taxpayer.  They also point to impact on overseas locations 

because CONUS operations support the overseas sites.  Navy and Marine Corps lodges are operated by the 

exchanges and NEXCOM recently assumed operation of all lodging in the Navy. 

mailto:fbattle@ala-national.org


AAFES Generates 2021 Dividend of More Than $200 Million.  AAFES announced that a recently concluded 

audit showed that the exchange service generated more than $200 million in dividends for military quality-of-

life programs during 2021. 

The announcement was made by AAFE Director/Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Tom Shull to both “Team 

AAFES” and to Exchange customers. 

“The Army & Air Force Exchange Service’s mission is to make life better for members of the military 

community around the world,” Shull noted. “The Exchange’s recently completed 2021 audit shows that [Team 

AAFES] did just that, helping the Exchange generate $205 million for critical military Quality-of-Life programs. 

2021 dividends to each service were as follows: 

• Army: $111 million 

• Air Force: $75 million 

• Marines: $13 million 

• Navy: $6 million 

“Despite the challenging and changing circumstances we navigated through the second year of the COVID-19 

pandemic, 2021 Exchange revenue exceed $8.3 billion, generating $318 million in dividends-eligible earnings,” 

he stated. 

“This is a phenomenal achievement that underscores the criticality of [Team AAFES’s} amazing service to those 

who serve,” he continued, encouraging interested parties to see AAFES’s 2021 Mission Report “for full details 

regarding the results of your efforts over the past year.” 

Shull listed several 2021 achievements, including: 

• Welcoming 575,000 new shoppers, “as a change in Department of Defense (DoD) policy allowed DoD 

and Coast Guard civilian employees and retirees to shop the Exchange.” 

• Serving 59,000 troops overseas throughout 45 military exercises. 

• Supporting Operations Allies Welcome, assisting more than 76,000 Afghan guests “as they traveled 

to their new homes.” 

• Expanding career opportunities for veterans and military spouses. Shull noted that “more than 

54,000 veterans and spouses have joined our team since 2013, and the Exchange aims to increase that 

number to 75,000 by 2026.  

• Increasing wellness services, with the opening of the Exchange’s first chiropractic clinic, which Shull 

said joined more than 260 vision centers, durable medical equipment stores, dental offices, nutrition 

centers and more,” adding to the Exchange wellness portfolio. 



• Improving efficiencies at distribution centers and ShopMyExchange.com. 

• Upgrading the shopping experience with renovations or new construction at 21 stores. 

To Exchange customers, Shull said, ““Thank you to Airmen, Soldiers, Guardians, Marines, Sailors, and military 

families around the world for shopping their Exchange and making our military communities great places to 

live and work. “When you shop the PX or BX, fill up at an Express, pick up a meal at the Exchange food court or 

place an order at ShopMyExchange.com, you help bolster vital support to Warfighters and their families  

GAO cites tension between commissaries providing a benefit and making money to offset operating costs—

questions savings level calculations.  The Long-awaited June 2022 report was released on June 28.  Here are 

some excerpts and highlights:  

Here’s the entire GAO report:  https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-22-104728.pdf 

A Military Times article on the report captured the essence and implications of the GAO report.  Here are 

some excerpts:  

“The military commissary system is suffering from an identity crisis, according to government auditors. Are 

military stores a benefit or a business? 

The two primary objectives of the Defense Commissary Agency are competing against each other — providing 

a benefit to service members through savings on groceries, yet operating like a business and marking up prices 

to reduce the amount of taxpayer dollars it requires, according to a Government Accountability Office report 

released Tuesday.   Defense Commissary Agency officials agreed there is an “inherent tension” between 

maintaining customer savings and generating a profit margin, and that “DeCA likely cannot meet both the 

target of 23.7% savings rate and reduce its reliance on appropriations through margin as intended,” the report 

stated. 

The auditors also raised questions about the way commissary savings are calculated, the amount of savings 

customers are actually getting, and how reforms have affected those savings. Congress and DoD decision 

makers “don’t have the assurance that DeCA is meeting its savings target and that commissary customers are 

reliably receiving their intended benefit,” auditors found. 

DoD and Congress need to clarify the benefit the commissary should provide, auditors stated. Savings for 

commissary customers in the continental U.S. have been consistently lower than the global target of 23.7%. In 

2021, the CONUS commissary savings rate was 17.7% compared to commercial retailers outside the gate. And 

the overall global savings rate missed the 23.7% target in 2021, with an overall savings rate of 22.5%. 

“In this time of rising prices and DoD efforts to reduce food insecurity, the ability of DeCA to provide service 

members, their families and retirees reduced-price groceries is especially important,” the auditors stated. 

DeCA also needs to fix the way it calculates savings for commissary customers overseas, auditors said. While 

the method for calculating CONUS savings is reliable, auditors said, they described the current overseas 

method as both “unreliable and inaccurate.” Stateside commissary customers account for 81% of commissary 

sales worldwide and get consistently less than 23.7% savings overall. But the overseas savings rate has 

consistently been calculated at 42% or higher, which the GAO says is an unreliable number, Moreover, the 
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global commissary savings average gets propped up by the savings numbers in the overseas commissaries. 

DeCA only meets its global target by relying on the savings rate in commissaries outside the U.S. 

The commissary agency’s calculated customer savings rate for fiscal 2021, with weights: 

 Fiscal 2021 sales Weight Savings rate 

Continental U.S. (CONUS) $3.3 billion 80.7 17.7% 

Overseas (OCONUS) $777 million 19.3 42.5% 

Global $4 billion 100 22.5% 

Source: Defense Commissary Agency/GAO  
 

  

Commissary officials changed to a savings calculation method using the overseas Cost of Living Allowance in 

2017, because a consulting firm hired to support their business reforms, Boston Consulting Group, advised 

them to do so. So, the commissary agency has been relying on data associated with the COLA to calculate the 

savings rate OCONUS, although the COLA reflects more than just the price of groceries bought in overseas 

locations, the auditors stated. 

Some reforms DoD started implementing in the commissary agency in 2017 have been in competition with 
customer savings, auditors noted. Before that time, by law, commissaries sold products at cost plus a 5% 
surcharge, so that the cost of operating commissaries wasn’t included in the price customers paid. The 
commissary system received about $1.7 billion in taxpayer dollars in 2012 to operate the stores, but over the 
past several years it’s been about $1.2 billion. The 5% surcharge customers pay is used primarily for renovation 
and construction of stores. 
Since 2017, the agency has used variable pricing, a pricing method used by commercial grocery stores to set 

prices over the cost of the product, thereby generating a profit margin. The goal is to create some profit 

margin to reduce the amount of taxpayer dollars that are used to operate commissaries. 

Therein lies the conflict. GAO auditors noted that “lowering prices to increase savings decreases DeCA’s 

margin, while raising prices to generate a greater margin reduces customer savings.” 

Family advocates have questioned the system of marking up commissary prices, noting that in the past, 

customers could rely on the price of their commissary products across the board to be at the cost from the 

supplier plus 5%. “Now isn’t the time to try to turn a profit, especially with the high inflation and supply chain 

issues,” said Kelly Hruska, government relations director for the National Military Family Association.   

 She said she appreciates GAO’s deep dive into the issue. “Families are struggling. We need to be looking at 

every area where we can save families money,” she said. 

Lawmakers have asked DoD to stop requiring commissaries to generate a profit, in order to provide some relief 

for military families from rising food prices. 

The commissary agency needs to analyze the tradeoffs associated with meeting one of these competing 

objectives over the other, auditors said. That will help Congress make informed oversight decisions to provide 

clear direction on how to best provide the benefit. Those tradeoffs would specifically identify the customer 

savings rate and related benefits, such as the number, location, and operating hours of commissaries. They 

also recommended DeCA improve its strategic plan; the current plan is lacking in key business reform efforts 

and lacks information needed to implement and measure success, auditors found. In its response to GAO, DoD 

officials agreed with the recommendations. 



A provision passed by the House Armed Services Committee would add another $750 million to the 

commissary budget for fiscal 2023. It must make its way through the legislative process, but it would help the 

commissary agency avoid tradeoffs to provide the benefit for the troops, said Steve Rossetti, president of the 

American Logistics Association, an organization whose members include suppliers to commissaries and 

exchanges. That congressional action “would solve a key problem identified by the GAO,” he said. “The 

committee recognized that tradeoffs shouldn’t have to be made, especially in an era of inflation and food 

insecurity.” 

 Pointing to the need for more documentation about the success of commissary reforms, GAO auditors noted 

that commissary sales have fallen by more than $1 billion over the past six years — from about $6 billion in 

fiscal 2015, to about $4.4 billion in FY 2021 — as those reforms were being implemented. Currently, only 1.5 

million out of 8 million eligible customers shop at the commissaries regularly. 

“It is clear that the reform efforts imposed upon DeCA have failed to achieve the desired results,” said Tom 

Gordy, president of the Armed Forces Marketing Council, which represents more than 400 manufacturers who 

supply goods to military stores. “From the beginning, DeCA was put in a no-win situation, and those most 

adversely affected in this experiment have been military families who need the savings the most.” 

Here are some excerpts from the GAO report:   

GAO--The Defense Commissary Agency's (DeCA) mission is to provide low-cost groceries to service members, 

their families, and other eligible customers. To meet its mission, DeCA aims to achieve a global customer 

savings rate; however, DeCA is unable to provide assurance that it is meeting its target savings rate. GAO 

found that the savings rate for customers within the continental United States (CONUS) is consistently lower 

than DeCA's target, and that DeCA only meets its global customer savings rate target by relying on the savings 

rate for commissaries outside of the continental United States (OCONUS). Further, as shown in the figure, 

DeCA's methodology for the OCONUS customer savings rate is unreliable, as it does not include required price 

comparisons based on actual price data. Without analysis to assess the accuracy of the OCONUS methodology, 

Congress and DOD decision makers do not have assurance that DeCA is meeting its savings target and that 

commissary customers are reliably receiving their intended benefit. 

GAO--DeCA strives to meet two primary objectives: (1) to be a benefit to service members by providing the 

target savings rate to its customers, and (2) to operate like a business to reduce its reliance on appropriations. 

GAO found that these objectives can be in tension because DeCA has not determined the tradeoffs necessary 

to achieve these competing targets, and as a result, has not achieved targets for either objective. Further, 

Congress has provided varying statutory direction that has led to uncertainty regarding expectations for 

DeCA—specifically as it relates to what type and level of benefit DeCA should ensure that it can provide. Until 

DeCA conducts an analysis to evaluate the risks and tradeoffs associated with achieving its defined objectives, 

it will continue to operate without a clear understanding of what outcomes it can reasonably achieve for its 

customers. Additionally, without clarity from Congress regarding the level of benefit that DeCA should 

provide, DeCA will be hindered in its ability to operate effectively. 

GAO--DeCA's strategic plan lacks key business reform efforts and information necessary to implement and 

measure success. DeCA also lacks complete supporting documentation linking its performance goals to 

measurable indicators, milestones, or deliverables. DeCA's strategic plan includes information on its strategic 

goals but does not include any information on its key business reform efforts, variable pricing and private label 

efforts, or certain performance information such as measures. Without complete information and fully 
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developed measurable goals, DeCA cannot assess and accurately report on its progress toward successful 

implementation of its business reforms and whether it is achieving intended results. 

GAO--DeCA's sales of groceries and other goods have fallen over $1 billion in the past 6 years. Since 2016, 

DeCA has implemented reforms to improve the efficiency of its operations while continuing to provide savings 

to its customers. Providing savings to service members may be of particular concern in light of recent inflation 

in food prices. Senate Report 116-236 accompanying a bill for the National Defense Authorization Act for 

Fiscal Year 2021 included a provision for GAO to review DeCA's implementation of business reforms, and the 

effects of these reforms on DeCA's customer savings and appropriations. 

GAO--GAO evaluated the extent to which (1) DeCA can provide assurance that it is meeting its target customer 

savings rate, and DeCA's (2) business model reflects clearly defined objectives and (3) strategic plan includes 

key business reform efforts and information to assess performance. GAO analyzed DeCA's customer savings 

rate methodology and compared results to its 23.7 percent target. GAO also compared data on margin, 

appropriations, and performance to DeCA's goals. 

GAO--Manual shop. DeCA uses a contractor to conduct the manual shop, which involves shopping in person to 

manually collect the prices of approximately 1,000 items at up to three local competitor grocery stores within 

20 miles of each commissary. DeCA’s contractor executes the manual shop at approximately 25 percent of 

CONUS commissaries each quarter, to include all CONUS commissaries within a fiscal year. The list of 1,000 

items included in the manual shop consists of the most commonly shopped items and is accessible by only a 

limited number of individuals within DeCA to protect it from bias. DeCA then estimates savings levels by 

averaging the prices of each item collected at the local competitor locations and comparing that average 

competitor price with the local commissary price for the same item. Figure 5 describes DeCA’s manual shop 

savings methodology for a sample CONUS grocery item.  

GAO--DeCA officials we interviewed agreed that there is an inherent tension between maintaining customer 

savings and generating margin, and that DeCA likely cannot both meet the target of a 23.7 percent savings 

rate and reduce its reliance on appropriations through margin as intended. However, DeCA has not 

determined or clearly articulated the tradeoffs necessary to achieve these competing targets. In other words, 

DeCA has not conducted an analysis that specifically identifies the level of appropriations needed to meet 

varying savings rates and best provide the benefit, taking into account whatever efficiencies it can garner 

through different authorized reforms to generate margin. Were DeCA to reduce its reliance on appropriations 

through a greater focus on producing margin, it would likely need to lower its target savings rate or take other 

steps that might reduce the benefit provided, such as limiting operating hours or removing commissary 

locations.” 

GAO--Further, there could be other improvements to the benefit that DeCA could pursue, such as increased 

access, extended operating hours, more locations, and greater availability of e-Commerce. For example, DeCA 

could fund other initiatives intended to increase usage of the benefit. Currently, according to DeCA officials, 

only 1.5 million out of 8 million eligible customers shop at the commissaries regularly. According to these 

same officials, if DeCA did not have to focus on generating margin to offset regular operating costs, it would 

invest in advertising to the approximately 6.5 million eligible customers that choose not to shop at the 

commissaries. In addition, DeCA could invest in efforts with the potential to increase revenue in the long term, 

such as further developing DeCA’s private label milk and eggs, because DeCA’s data indicate those customers 

who purchase milk and eggs tend to make larger purchases. On the other hand, officials stated that current 



margin generation would not be sufficient to support increased customer shopping without an increase in 

appropriations. Moreover, a higher number of eligible customers shopping at DeCA would lead to higher 

resale operating costs, such as paying the salaries of more workers to accommodate additional customers, 

especially in light of a recent increase in the minimum wage for federal workers. 

GAO--Further, industry representatives from DeCA’s private label manufacturer told us that DeCA has not set 

appropriate goals for its private label program. For example, an industry standard measurement for a private 

label is its share of market penetration, which is the private label sales units divided by the total sales units. 

Market penetration of private labels can be measured from a total store perspective or by category. These 

industry representatives said DeCA should use the industry standards of market penetration to set its own 

goals and assess the performance of its private label categories against those goals. While DeCA officials 

stated that they use some limited information about private label penetration to make decisions about the 

assortment of products it offers at the commissaries, DeCA does not currently have its own goals for private 

label market penetration overall, or for each category of goods, as industry representatives stated was an 

industry standard. 

GAO--Further, there could be other improvements to the benefit that DeCA could pursue, such as increased 

access, extended operating hours, more locations, and greater availability of e-Commerce. For example, 

DeCA could fund other initiatives intended to increase usage of the benefit. Currently, according to DeCA 

officials, only 1.5 million out of 8 million eligible customers shop at the commissaries regularly. According to 

these same officials, if DeCA did not have to focus on generating margin to offset regular operating costs, it 

would invest in advertising to the approximately 6.5 million eligible customers that choose not to shop at 

the commissaries. In addition, DeCA could invest in efforts with the potential to increase revenue in the long 

term, such as further developing DeCA’s private label milk and eggs, because DeCA’s data indicate those 

customers who purchase milk and eggs tend to make larger purchases. On the other hand, officials stated 

that current margin generation would not be sufficient to support increased customer shopping without an 

increase in appropriations. Moreover, a higher number of eligible customers shopping at DeCA would lead 

to higher resale operating costs, such as paying the salaries of more workers to accommodate additional 

customers, especially in light of a recent increase in the minimum wage for federal workers. 

GAO recommendations addressing commissary reforms:   

1.    The Secretary of Defense, in coordination with the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Personnel and Readiness, should ensure that DeCA conducts and documents an analysis of whether its 
OCONUS customer savings rate methodology provides comparable accuracy to a market-based price 
comparison and make any appropriate adjustments to its methodology based on this analysis. 
(Recommendation 1)  

2.    The Secretary of Defense, in coordination with the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Personnel and Readiness, should ensure that DeCA, once it has made any necessary adjustments to its 
OCONUS customer savings rate methodology, conducts an analysis of tradeoffs that specifically 
identifies the customer savings rate and related benefits, such as number, location, and operating 
hours of commissaries, that it can provide at varying levels of appropriation; and submits such analysis 
to the appropriate authorizing, appropriations, and oversight congressional committees.  

3.    The Secretary of Defense, in coordination with the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for 
Personnel and Readiness, should ensure that DeCA updates its strategic plan or supporting 



documentation to include all business reforms; and identifies goals with associated performance 
measures, milestones, and deliverables for each key effort.  

Major Europe force stationing plan.  President Joe Biden said Wednesday that the U.S. will significantly 

increase its military presence in Europe for the long haul, including by establishing its first permanent 

presence in Poland, to bolster regional security after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 

Meeting with NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg at the opening of the alliance’s annual leaders’ 

summit in Madrid, Biden said “NATO is strong and united” and that steps to be taken during the gathering will 

“further augment our collective strength.” 

Here’s the complete stationing plan direct from the White House: 

“Since February 2022, DoD deployed or extended over 20,000 additional forces to Europe in response to the 

Ukraine crisis, adding additional air, land, maritime, cyber, and space capabilities, bringing our current total to 

more than 100,000 service members across Europe. This included extending a Carrier Strike Group, deploying 

additional fighter squadrons and lift/tanker aircraft, and deploying an Amphibious Readiness Group and 

Marine Expeditionary Force. DoD added a Corps Headquarters, Division Headquarters, Infantry Brigade 

Combat Team (IBCT), Armored Brigade Combat Team (ABCT), High Mobility Artillery Rocket System (HIMARS) 

battalion, and multiple enablers to the existing Corps Forward Command Post, Division Headquarters, and 

three BCTs already stationed in or deployed to Europe.” 

We also placed the entire U.S. commitment to the NATO Response Force on heightened readiness. 

Last month, the Secretary of Defense decided to extend or replace the majority of our “surge force,” ensuring 

a robust deterrent and defensive posture alongside our Allies across the European continent. The United 

States will continue to adjust its posture as needed in response to the dynamic security environment. 

In Poland, we will permanently forward station the V Corps Headquarters Forward Command Post, an Army 

garrison headquarters, and a field support battalion. These forces – the first permanent U.S. forces on NATO’s 

Eastern Flank – will improve our command-and-control capabilities, interoperability with NATO, and 

management of prepositioned equipment. This action builds on the central role Poland has played in 

supporting NATO’s combat credible deterrence and defense posture. The United States will also continue to 

maintain, and seek to enhance, its substantial rotational force presence in Poland, including an Armored 

Brigade Combat Team, Combat Aviation Brigade element, and Division Headquarters element, which enables 

DoD to deploy combat forces up and down the Eastern Flank. 

In Romania, the United States will position a rotational Brigade Combat Team, thus maintaining an additional 

brigade on the eastern flank compared to our January 2022 posture. This additional brigade headquartered in 

Romania will maintain the ability to deploy subordinate elements across the eastern flank. This brigade will 

complement the other Brigade Combat Teams stationed and operating in Europe. 

In the Baltic region, the United States will enhance its rotational deployments – which include armored, 

aviation, air defense, and special operations forces – to reinforce Baltic security, enhance interoperability, and 

demonstrate the flexibility and combat readiness of U.S. forces. We will maintain a persistent, heel-to-toe 
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presence in the region and will intensify training with our Baltic Allies to maintain combat-credible capabilities 

in the region. 

In Spain, the United States is working with the government to increase the number of destroyers stationed at 

Rota from four to six. 

In the United Kingdom, we are increasing our Fifth Generation Fighter presence and ability to support Allies 

across Europe by forward-stationing two squadrons of F-35s at RAF Lakenheath. 

In Germany, the United States will forward station an air defense artillery brigade headquarters, a short-range 

air defense battalion, a combat sustainment support battalion headquarters, and an engineer brigade 

headquarters – approximately 625 military personnel in total. These forces will enhance DoD’s air defense 

capabilities and enabler support in Europe, which will provide key reinforcement to NATO capabilities and 

allow DoD to respond more effectively to threats against NATO’s eastern flank. These forces build upon the 

recent forward stationing of the Multi Domain Task Force and Theater Fires Command in Germany, which 

Secretary Austin announced in April 2021. 

In Italy, the United States will forward station a short-range air defense battery – totaling approximately 65 

personnel. This battery is a subordinate unit of the short-range air defense battalion that DoD is stationing in 

Germany. 

All of these combat-credible forces and enablers are supported by significant investments in the long-term 

U.S. presence in Europe. In Fiscal Year 2022, DoD continues to execute $3.8 billion in European Deterrence 

Initiative funding (with another $4.2 billion requested in FY23) for rotational forces, exercises, infrastructure 

(construction of storage facilities, airfield upgrades, and training complexes) and prepositioned equipment. 

Our robust exercise program also complements our forces that are forward-stationed or rotating through the 

theater and serves to increase our presence while building interoperability with NATO allies. 

AAFES mission support cited in Annual Report.  Through small storefronts, imprest fund activities and mobile 

field Exchanges (MFEs), the Exchange has kept its “we go where you go” promise.  

The first PX in the Baltic States opened in February, supporting Pabrade Training Area in Lithuania. After the 

2nd Battalion, 8th Cavalry Regiment requested support, an Exchange team turned an empty office container 

into a store in just six days.  

When 6,800 troops deployed for Operation Atlantic Resolve and 7,600 deployed for Exercise DEFENDER-

Europe 21, the Exchange followed. In northern Poland, a rapid response team set up two MFEs within four 

days. At Krivolak Training Area, Republic of Macedonia, a rodeo served more than 150 troops supporting 

DEFENDER-Europe 21. In total, the Exchange supported 18 exercises in Europe in 2021.  

The last Exchange in Afghanistan, at Bagram Air Base, closed in May as U.S. forces withdrew from the country, 

marking the end of a nearly 20-year mission that saw more than 1,000 Exchange associates deployed to serve 

troops in often hostile conditions. All inventory and assets were rapidly removed, supporting the military’s 

target to have all U.S. personnel out of the country by the end of August.  



In the Pacific, the Exchange served more than 7,300 members of U.S. and international forces during Exercise 

Cope North and DEFENDER-Pacific 21 in Guam. The Exchange also supported Exercises Orient Shield and Yama 

Sakura in Japan, Combined Command Post Training (CCPT) 21 in South Korea, and Exercises Garuda Shield in 

Hawaii and Koolendong in Australia, as well as local and smaller-scale exercises for nearly 20,000 troops in 

Guam, South Korea, and Hawaii. 

 “In July, when at-risk Afghan civilians and their families began arriving at U.S. military installations and staging 

points around the globe, the Exchange helped comfort them as they made their way to new homes in the U.S. 

under Operation Allies Welcome (OAW).  

At the request of the Services, the Exchange deployed seven mobile field Exchanges (MFEs)— stores on 

wheels packed with snacks, beverages, and hygiene products—to serve the guests who had supported the U.S. 

mission in Afghanistan at:  

Fort Lee, Virginia  

Fort McCoy, Wisconsin (2 MFEs)  

Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, New Jersey  

Fort Pickett, Virginia  

Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico 

Camp Atterbury, Indiana 

The Exchange also operated a troop store and tent store at the Doña Ana Range Complex in southern New 

Mexico. In Kosovo, the Camp Bondsteel Exchange brought a twice-weekly rodeo, or temporary store, to guests 

staying at Camp Liya, as well as weekly barber and beauty service.  

In October, some MFEs were replaced with more long-term “hard” sites—tent stores at Holloman AFB and JB 

MDL and an Express just for guests and supporting troops at Fort McCoy. The Exchange also brought local food 

trucks and concessionaires to most OAW locations.  

Additionally, the Exchange brought a taste of home to military personnel deployed overseas in support of 

OAW, including troop-specific efforts such as:  

·      Deploying an MFE to Ramstein Air Base, Germany.  

·      Opening a barber shop and food truck at Rhine Ordnance Barracks, Germany.  

·      Reopening the Exchange at Camp as Sayliyah, Qatar, just four months after its initial closure.  

·      Boosting inventory at the Camp Bondsteel Exchange to support additional U.S. and NATO troops.  

·      Extending operating hours at the Camp Bondsteel 

AAFES Welcomes Beck as Pacific Region Commander.  AAFES recently welcomed Air Force Col. Jason L. Beck 

as its new commander for the Pacific Region. 



As the commander, Beck will serve as the bridge between the Exchange team and the military community, 

their families, and retirees.  “My family and I are extremely excited to join the Exchange family and continue 

the great tradition of taking care of service members and their families,” Beck said. “We are excited about 

being a part of this great organization.”  Beck has deployed four times, serving in Iraq, Afghanistan, Qatar, and 

Saudi Arabia.  In his last assignment, he was the chief of the Antiterrorism Division at U.S. European Command 

in Stuttgart, Germany. His area of responsibilities spanned across 51 installations in 51 countries and he was 

responsible for more than 95,000 U.S. personnel’s antiterrorism readiness. Beck’s goal as the commander is to 

seek out innovative strategies and processes to ensure that the Exchange continues to support service 

members, their families, and the military community. 

Food service contract award.  DLA awarded Sysco Central Texas Inc., New Braunfels, Texas, a $19,838,000 sole 

source contract on June 24 by for full-line food distribution. To Army, Air Force, Marine Corps and Coast 

Guard. 

Fort Leavenworth commissary shelf stocking solicitation. 

https://sam.gov/opp/28f583c678e04015a9ae1c354d6deffb/view 

Commissary Council membership nominations open.  The ALA Board has established Council membership 

procedures which allow for consistent rotation of members allowing ALA member companies to periodically 

have an opportunity for Council representation.  Generally, council membership is for three years.  New council 

members are brought on in September and are announced at the National Convention.  

Those wanting to nominate one of your senior members to be on the 2023 - 2025 council, and serve for a three-

year term, should provide the nominee’s name and position to the Commissary Council Chair Alex 

Sizemore, asizemore@eurpac.com with a copy to Stephen Rossetti, srossetti@ala-national.org 

Council members are expected to make at least 75% of the meetings and may work on any of the council 

committees.  Council meetings are generally held once a quarter.  Nominations should be submitted by July 15, 

2022.   Questions concerning the council should be directed to Alex Sizemore via the email above (804) 519-

0830, or to Stephen Rossetti at the email above or (240) 401-4521.   

Commissary promotions is in need of 6 more offers for DP 15 2022. DeCA is still looking for additional offers 

for all upcoming DP's. DeCA's intention is to promote a total of 10 for each two-week display period. Thank 

you for supporting the Agencies initiative and push to offer our Patrons BOGO deals. Have a good day.  

 

Conus stores only to include Hawaii and Alaska for the BOGO offer - Buy 1, Get 1 Free Offer 

 

*        Please reply back to this e-mail with Items, UPC's, DP dates that you want to submit for - 

Promotions will review all attributes in PHQ 

 

* K1 RSL coded items, in order to offer BOGO to all stores 

 

*        K2/K3 coded items will be considered based on items submitted  

 

* Timeframe will be for the Two Week Display dates for regular DP's 

https://sam.gov/opp/28f583c678e04015a9ae1c354d6deffb/view
mailto:asizemore@eurpac.com
mailto:srossetti@ala-national.org


 

* Will be offered to all customers not just rewards card holders 

 

* Offer will be sent via Bill Back Manager - 50% Price Reduction 

 

*        We will notify you if the BOGO is accepted; once that happens an agreement will need to be 

created in BBM as a type 9 agreement "Performance Based Scandown Adjustment" as a 50% price 

reduction.  Contact Thanks so much, Tita.Kalua'u@deca.mil  . 

Guard can use their own phones.  National Guard Chief Information Officer Kenneth McNeill said this week 

that the long-tested “Bring Your Own Approved Device” initiative is closer to being a reality as a way to speed 

up Guard mobilizations and that it will be a “game changer.” 

The initiative would let Guard troops use their own phones and tablets to perform field functions even if they 

don’t have government-issued devices.  “This is another tool in the toolkit that will give us an opportunity to 

allow our workforce, even after the pandemic, to continue to telework and remote work that is critical in the 

National Guard,” McNeill said at a C4ISRNET event, Defense News reported. “I don’t think we’re going back... 

everyone in the office. I think this is the future of how we’re going to operate here in the in the government 

and in the Department of Defense.”  The program, which was first initiative before the pandemic, is in phase 

three trials, McNeill said. 

Defense delivery contract awards.  Polar Air Cargo Worldwide Inc., Purchase, New York, awarded a 

$21,014,553 contract for international and domestic small package delivery services. It brings the value of the 

contract to $220,021,541.   FedEx was awarded a $214,839,140 contract for international and domestic small 

package delivery services bringing the total value of the contract to $2,566,003,080.   United Parcel Service 

Co., Louisville, Kentucky, was awarded a $215,072,085 for international and domestic small package delivery 

services bringing the total value of the contract to $2,565,732,123. U.S. Transportation Command, Directorate 

of Acquisition, Scott Air Force Base, Illinois, is the contracting activity  

Congress has opened exchange and commissary patronage to caregivers of military and veterans.  GAO 

recently issued a report on the status of Caregivers in the DoD and among veterans.  Here’s the 

report: https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-22-105204.pdf 

Bonuses for the troops to cope with inflation.  Bonuses to help low-paid service members cope with rising 

consumer prices are a step closer to reality after the House Armed Services Committee advanced its 

mammoth, must-pass defense policy bill containing the benefit, the Military Times reports. 

The committee voted 57-1 early Thursday to approve its version of the National Defense Authorization Act, or 

NDAA, the sweeping annual bill that outlines the Pentagon budget and sets a wide range of defense policies. 

Rep. Ro Khanna, D-Calif., was the only "no" vote. 

The 2.4% "inflation bonuses" would go to service members and Defense Department civilians making less than 

$45,000 annually. The bonuses would be paid in monthly installments throughout 2023. The bill also included 

significant policy shifts, including how prosecutions for sexual harassment will be handled, increased federal 

oversight of the National Guard, and the creation of a Space National Guard. 
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Commissary sidewalk sales.  A DeCA trade notice has announced Sidewalk Sales throughout the month of 

September. Each commissary will be required to conduct a sidewalk sale, lasting a maximum of four days, 

during the designated period. The sidewalk sales will be held in all CONUS commissaries, to include Alaska and 

Hawaii stores. DeCA will provide industry with specific sidewalk sale dates by commissary no later than Friday, 

July 29, 2022. The event number for the September 2022 Sidewalk Sale is 20220055. Industry partners should 

send their promotional offers to the appropriate category managers by Friday March 11, 2022. Promotional 

offers are required to be submitted on DeCA standard forms 40-15 and 40-16. Industry offers should include 

discount pricing, coupons (if applicable) and vendor support. Since club packs play a big role in sidewalk sales, 

please include your extra offers for additional pricing or coupons on club packs as well as other sidewalk 

opportunities. Our goal is to create a sidewalk sale package for the commissaries to use as a guide to support 

their sidewalk sales. Commissaries will be required to send in advance orders for items in the sidewalk sale 

package 30 days prior to their sidewalk sale start date. This will assist Industry with ensuring product is 

available to support the sale. 

NEXCOM, MCX Shopping Benefits NMCRS.  ALA’s Larry Lapka reports.  This past spring, combined donations 

to the Navy Marine Corps Relief Society (NMCRS) by customers shopping NEXCOM and (MCX) facilities totaled 

more than $600,000. 

All told, NEXCOM shoppers donated $361,580 (59.35 percent) of the $609,200 total donation, while MCX 

shoppers contributed $247,620 (40.65 percent) to the cause, which was the MCX’s largest donation since its 

benefit ticket program began. 

Over the past 11 years, benefit ticket sales have garnered over $4.5 million to NMCRS from NEX and MCX 

customers. 

According to the NMCRS website (https://www.nmcrs.org/), the organization’s mission is “to provide, in 

partnership with the Navy and Marine Corps, financial, educational, and other assistance to members of the 

Naval Services of the United States, eligible family members, and survivors when in need; and to receive and 

manage funds to administer these programs.” 

Twice a year, NEXCOM and MCX offer its customers the opportunity to support the NMCRS by purchasing a $5 

benefit ticket. 

The purchase of the $5 benefit ticket entitles customers to $5-off as well as a 5-percent discount applied to a 

one-time in-store purchase in May. 

"The support that the NEX and MCX shoppers have provided to NMCRS through the benefit tickets is 

incredible,” said retired Lt. Gen Jack W. Klimp, USMC, NMCRS president and chief executive officer (CEO). “I 

am humbled by their generosity. With basic living expenses on the rise and PCS season in full swing, this gift 

will be put to immediate use." 

AAFES Honored for AER Support.  ALA’s Larry Lapka reports.   For “championing the mission of providing 

financial assistance to Soldiers and their families,” the Army Emergency Relief (AER) honored the Army & Air 

Force Exchange Service (AAFES) with its 2022 Jack Ritchie Distinguished Service Award, an award established 

in 2014 which is named after an AER vice president (VP) who served the organization for 43 years. 
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To date, Exchange shoppers have donated more than $3.4 million to AER, which provides financial assistance, 

sponsors educational scholarship grants for military family members and offers community programs to make 

life better for Soldiers and their families. 

Exchange Director/Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Tom Shull accepted the award from Vice Chief of Staff of the 

U.S. Army Gen. Joseph Martin and AER director retired Lt. Gen. Raymond Mason on behalf of the Exchange 

team at a special ceremony at the Pentagon. 

“The AER and Exchange are fully aligned in their missions to strengthen the quality of life of Soldiers and their 

families,” Shull said. “The Exchange deeply appreciates the incredible work the AER team does for Army 

families. ‘Team Exchange’ is truly honored to do its part to support such an incredible organization.” 

In 2017, the Exchange, the Department of Defense’s (DoD) largest retailer, partnered with AER to enable 

donations at Exchange stores and ShopMyExchange.com during special donation periods. 

In 2020, the Exchange implemented the giving option year-round in its stores and online. The result was a 

1,000-percent increase in donations, as many Soldiers, retirees and Army families were turning to AER for 

assistance during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

“We cannot thank AAFES enough for partnering with Army Emergency Relief to support our Soldiers in need. 

AAFES epitomizes what Mr. Jack Ritchie’s Distinguished Service Award is all about: dedication to our Soldiers 

and their families,” Mason said. 

“AAFES is now the eighth recipient of the award since its induction in 2014, and led by CEO Tom Shull, we are 

proud to be affiliated both in garrison and all around the world with such a deserving and outstanding 

organization. Congratulation to AAFES, Tom and all his amazing employees who help make Soldiers’ lives 

easier.” 

Major C-store report.  Convenience stores are winning over U.S. consumers looking for their next fast-food 

meal, according to new research from Bluedot 

Bluedot’s wide-ranging Convenience Experience Report finds that American consumers are putting c-stores on 

par with quick-serve restaurants (QSRs). Nearly six in 10 consumers consider purchasing a meal from a 

convenience store when stopping for fast food, and one in three consumers do in fact visit c-stores for fast 

food. 

Among those that do enter the store, 27% buy grab-and-go refrigerated food, 25% hot food such as hot dogs 

and pizza, and 21% made-to-order items like custom sandwiches. Also, 61% of consumers report they would 

visit a c-store more often if mobile ordering, drive-thru and curbside pickup were available.  The data supports 

what industry leaders have been saying for some time:  C-stores are now competing head-to-head with QSRs.   

Clearly, the investments c-store brands have been making into foodservice initiatives are paying off,” 

according to Emil Davityan, Bluedot co-founder and CEO. “The data also strongly signals that there’s an 

opportunity for gas and c-store brands to do much more with loyalty programs and mobile strategies to boost 

retention, especially if discounts are determining consumer preferences and habits. It’s another page out of 

the restaurant industry’s playbook that could really level the playing field.” 
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San Francisco-based Bluedot, a customer arrival platform that provides location technology to brands 

including McDonald’s, Dunkin’ and KFC, surveyed 1,570 American consumers to gauge consumer sentiment 

and the customer experience at c-stores and gas stations. 

The report reveals how c-stores and gas stations are losing customers to short lines. Nearly half of those 

surveyed say they will walk out of a c-store if one or two people are in line at the register, and one-third will 

drive away if there’s just one car ahead of them at the pump. C-store brands might keep customers in stores 

longer by adding EV charging stations — the report found that most EV owners (74%) want to charge next to 

convenience stores. 

 Nearly nine in 10 consumers say price is the deciding factor as to where they get their gasoline, and discounts 

ranked as the top reason why consumers would use c-store and gas station apps. However, the study shows a 

major gap between consumers who join loyalty programs for gas discounts (74%) and loyalty members who 

actually receive discounted gas (44%). 

Other report highlights regarding convenience customers included the following: 

• 57% will leave without purchasing if there’s a line in the convenience store. Of those, 16% if there’s 

one person in line, 30% if there are two people in line, and 54% if there are three or more people in 

line. 

• 70% enter the convenience store when they’re pumping gas. Of those, 77% enter sometimes while 

23% enter every time. 

• Gas loyalty members said their experience includes gas discounts (44%), ability to see how many 

loyalty points they have (38%), convenience store deals and freebies (27%), easy payment (19%) and 

thanked for being a loyalty member (17%). 

 • Consumers would become a loyalty member if they were offered gas discounts (74%), didn’t have to 

open a credit card (58%), ability to see how many loyalty points are available (48%), c-store deals and 

freebies (45%) and easy payment (34%). 

• Why consumers download gas or c-store apps: discounts on gas (86%), earn and track loyalty points 

(57%), protection against credit card fraud (40%), makes pumping gas faster and easier (39%) and to 

track gas expenses and receipts (34%). 

• Nearly half of consumers (48%) are not willing to pay more than another 5 cents per gallon for gas if 

it means earning loyalty points, while 25% favor loyalty points over price. 

• Consumers choose gas stations based on less expensive gas (56%), location (52%), ease of entering 

and exiting (37%), cleanliness (25%) and high-quality gas (25%). 

• Most consumers prefer not to insert their credit card when paying at the pump; 83% are concerned 

with credit card fraud. As a result, 38% examine the card reader, 34% would prefer to store the 

payment in the gas station's mobile app, 28% use one-tap payments with their credit card, and 23% 

use Apple Pay, Google Pay or Samsung Pay. 

• On digital screens, consumers want to see c-store deals (37%), loyalty points and levels (37%), news 

and entertainment (30%), featured food items in the store (27%) and the ability to use secure payment 

already stored in the gas station’s mobile app (25%). 



Rite Aid is revamping its stores to put pharmacists "front and center" as part of a business strategy that 

doubles down on its pharmacy business, according to Jim Peters, Rite Aid's chief operating officer, speaking 

at the HTLH 2020 virtual conference. 

The corporate rebrand comes as Rite Aid competes with CVS and Walgreens as well as new digital players such 

as Amazon's PillPack and e-pharmacy startups like Capsule and NowRx.  Rite Aid operates 2,400 drugstores in 

18 states. The revamped stores, some of which will open this month, will feature a pharmacy that looks more 

like an Apple Store Genius Bar, virtual care rooms that will enable consumers to remotely connect with care 

teams and a new assortment of products with a focus on both traditional medicine and alternative "remedies" 

like essential oils, Peters said. 

"It will be a completely different experience than any other retail pharmacy in the market," he said. 

The store revamp, which will last well into next year, is helping turn around the chain as revenue rises and 

market share improves, according to Forbes. 

Peters joined Rite Aid a year ago to help execute its new business strategy to revitalize the brand. Prior to that, 

he served as CEO of Skyward Health, a strategic healthcare advisory firm. He was a 12-year senior executive at 

Geisinger Health System, helping establish Geisinger’s national reputation for healthcare innovation. 

Rite Aid's strategy, called RxEvolution, doubles down on its pharmacy business with a focus on unlocking the 

value of pharmacists and revitalizing the retail and digital experience.  

"Pharmacists are the most under-utilized providers and can be the missing link in that last mile of healthcare," 

Peters said. 

The company's strategy focuses on elevating pharmacists to work alongside providers and health plans to help 

keep patients and members healthy and connected to their care teams. 

While physicians may see patients only once a year, pharmacists typically see patients 25 to 30 times a year 

and can serve as an "everyday clinical touchpoint." 

"Pharmacists can play a critical role in driving better health outcomes and can influence everyday choices and 

behaviors by reminding customers to take their medications, discuss alternative remedies to complement 

traditional ones and use virtual care to connect people back to care teams," Peters said. 

Rite Aid also wants its 6,300 pharmacists to be focused on holistic health to help customers with overall well-

being. To this end, the company took steps to get all of its pharmacists certified as integrative pharmacy 

specialists to educate consumers on alternative remedies that complement traditional medicine, he said. 

Peters made it clear that Rite Aid does not seek to own primary or specialty care clinics. 

"We’re pharmacists at our core. We embrace that role and opportunity to connect people to a broader 

spectrum of therapies and services. We want to act as a connector, not a competitor to nurses and doctors 

that serve them," he said. 
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That marks a sharp difference from the approach taken by CVS and Walgreens to open in-store 

clinics. CVS plans to transform 1,500 stores into HealthHUBs over the next two years, after launching the first 

three stores in Houston in February as a pilot. The updated stores allocate 20% of retail space to health 

services, including wellness products and personalized care. 

Walgreens has forged a series of partnerships with local health providers and insurance companies to offer in-

store health services. Last year, Walgreens partnered with Chicago-based VillageMD, a national provider of 

primary care, to open five new primary care clinics next to Walgreens stores in the Houston area, with 

aggressive plans to expand there and in other markets. 

According to Peters, the trend of retail pharmacies owning primary care clinics has led to increased 

healthcare utilization while further fragmenting care and detaching people from their care teams. 

Kroger raises debit card gas hold to $150.  Kroger has raised its temporary debit card hold at its gas stations in 

light of rising fuel prices.  

The nation's largest chain of grocery stores previously had a hold of $125 for every gas purchase but has 

recently raised it to $150 in certain areas. There are no industry standards, and hold amounts vary by station.  

According to a statement from Kroger, "banks determine how long the pre-authorization hold will be on the 

card/account. Kroger has no control over how long a bank holds the funds in pre-authorization. We send the 

final amount within a few minutes of the transaction. Some banks release right away; others do not. We 

would prefer that they release the hold right away."  

Holds are meant to be security measures to prevent customers from getting away with free gas. As the value 

of gas increases, so does the supposed risk of losing profits. There are also credit card holds, which customers 

can avoid by paying for gas inside the station with cash.  

"They put a $125 hold on a $32 gas purchase, which was like four times the amount of my gas," one 

woman told a local Cincinnati TV station.  

Rail Backup Adds to Bottlenecks at U.S. Ports.  Port bottlenecks that have tied up U.S. supply chains are 

spreading from the docks to the country’s freight rail networks, raising costs and adding new shipping 

complications for importers trying to manage the flow of goods. 

Some retailers are waiting weeks to move cargo by train out of Southern California’s ports of Los Angeles 

and Long Beach, while others are giving up on the railroads and shifting shipments of furniture, apparel, and 

other consumer goods to trucks for long inland journeys on highways. 

The backups stretch to major freight hubs including the key transit point at Chicago, freight executives say, 

where containers have been piling up at rail yards. The congestion has led BNSF Railway Co., a unit of 

Berkshire Hathaway Inc. and one of the main rail operators connecting the U.S. West Coast to inland points, 

to limit the number of boxes the railroad will carry out of the Southern California port complex. 

The congestion in inter-modal operations, which combine truck and rail transport for longer freight hauls, is 

adding to delays in getting goods to distribution centers and stores. It also adds to headaches for retailers 
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coping with inventories that are mismatched to shifting consumer buying patterns and raises shipping 

expenses. 

U.S. importers have struggled for more than a year with weekslong waits for vessels to unload at the 

California ports, the main U.S. gateway for goods from Asia. A vessel queue for berths that reached more 

than 100 ships in January fell below 20 this month, according to the Marine Exchange of Southern 

California, its lowest level since July 2021.  About 29,000 boxes were being held in container yards at the 

Port of Los Angeles this month awaiting pickup by rail, more than triple the usual number, according to 

Gene Seroka, the port’s executive director. 

The Pacific Merchant Ship-ping Association says rail containers waited at the Los Angeles and Long Beach 

ports an average of 11.3 days in May, 18% longer than in April.  The two railroads that serve the ports, 

Union Pacific Corp., and BNSF, say the delays in picking up boxes are being caused by congestion at freight-

switching yards thousands of miles inland in logistics hubs like Chicago. 

Juul Labs Wins Stay of FDA Vaping Ban.  A federal appeals court granted Juul Labs Inc. a temporary stay of 

the Food and Drug Administration’s order for the vaping company to pull its e-cigarettes off the U.S. market, 

the Wall Street Journal reports.   

A panel of judges from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit on Friday afternoon granted Juul’s 

request to delay the FDA’s ban, according to court documents. The temporary stay gives the court time to 

hear arguments and wasn’t a ruling on the merits of the case, the judges wrote. 

In addition to fighting the FDA’s order, Juul has been working with its legal advisers on options that include 

a possible bankruptcy filing if the company is unable to get relief from the government’s ban, according to 

people familiar with the matter. The company’s counsel, Kirkland & Ellis LLP, is advising on the contingency 

plans, the people said. 

The FDA on Thursday had begun to enforce its order, sending notices to retailers. Meanwhile, some 

consumers were scrambling to stock up on Juul products. 

On Friday morning, Juul petitioned the court for relief, saying the FDA’s order was extraordinary and 

unlawful and it would suffer significant irreparable harm without a stay, according to its court filing, which 

was partly redacted. 

“FDA’s decision is arbitrary and capricious and lacks substantial evidence,” Juul said in its filing. The 

company said in the filing that the FDA had authorized similar e-cigarettes from its competitors. 

The FDA doesn’t comment on pending or ongoing litigation, an FDA spokesman said. 

Randi Smith, a 35-year-old from Hillsborough, N.J., found herself among a group of Juul users searching 

convenience stores in her area Thursday night for remaining products. 

“They weren’t in there getting candy and coffee,” said Ms. Smith. “Everybody was kind of standing around 

the front cashier area hawking down and eyeing up to see if they were behind the counter.” 



Though the QuickChek by her house had stopped selling Juul, she was able to get eight refill pods from a 7-

Eleven. Ms. Smith, who said she began using Juul products three years ago to stop smoking cigarettes, said 

she would likely switch to a different e-cigarette brand if the ban remains. 

On Thursday, the FDA said that it wasn’t aware of a hazard associated with using Juul devices but that the 

company hadn’t submitted sufficient evidence that its devices were safe. The agency said retailers should 

remove Juul’s products from stores and consumers should seek out alternatives. The FDA encouraged Juul 

users to switch to vaping brands that have authorization. Juul said that it disagreed with the FDA’s findings 

and that it had provided ample data to the regulator. 

Juul said in Friday’s court filing that the FDA’s decision followed “immense political pressure from Congress 

once it became politically convenient to blame [Juul] for youth vaping, even though several of its 

competitors now have a larger market share and much higher underage-use rates.” 

Juul said that the FDA’s order to immediately remove all Juul products from U.S. stores was a departure 

from the agency’s practices, which typically have a transitional period. The e-cigarette maker also 

questioned the agency’s handling of the announcement, noting The Wall Street Journal reported on the ban 

a day before it was announced. 

“Regulation through leaks and press releases is no way to handle agency action, much less to order a 

company to cease essentially all business operations,” Juul said in the filing. 

Mitch Zeller, who retired in April as director of the FDA’s Center for Tobacco Products, said Thursday that 

Juul’s e-cigarettes were judged solely on the strength of the company’s application. Political pressure to ban 

Juul didn’t influence the ruling, nor did Juul’s past actions, he said. “This was a scientific review conducted 

by subject-matter experts,” he said. 

The court order is the latest development in a four-year exchange between the upstart and the FDA, and 

could determine the financial fate of the company, which is now the No. 2 maker of e-cigarettes in the U.S. 

with more than $1 billion in sales last year. 

Regulators and lawmakers have connected Juul’s fruity flavors, hip marketing, and USB-like vaporizers to a 

surge of underage vaping in the U.S. in 2018 and 2019. Juul has said it never targeted teens. It halted most 

of its U.S. advertising and stopped selling sweet and fruity flavors in 2019, part of an effort to repair its 

relationship with regulators, lawmakers, and the public.  Juul had sought authorization for its tobacco- and 

menthol- flavored products to stay on the U.S. market by submitting research that compared Juul products 

to combustible cigarettes and other brands of e-cigarettes. The FDA has authorized tobacco-flavored e-

cigarettes from Juul’s biggest rivals, Reynolds American Inc. and NJOY Holdings Inc.  Joe Murillo, Juul’s chief 

regulatory officer, said Thursday that the company believes it provided sufficient data to meet the standard 

for the protection of public health and answer the FDA’s questions. The FDA argued the data was conflicting 

and insufficient, particularly on concerns related to the safety of chemicals in the company’s refill pods, 

nicotine liquids and aerosols.   
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